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Iris module fba assessment answers

Thank you for your participation! Take the time now to answer the following questions. Note that the IRIS Center does not collect your grade responses. If this is a course assignment, you should give them to your professor using whatever method he or she needs. If you're having trouble answering any of the questions, go back and review the Perspectives and Resources pages
of this module. Give a school-based example of two of the following: positive reinforcement, negative reinforcement, punishment or extinction. Discuss at least two advantages of conducting an FBA to address problem behavior. Watch the video below and fill out the ABC analysis form on Kira, the girl in the white shirt. What do you think is the function of Kira's behavior?
Assessment teacher: All right, so today we're going to talk about stories. What makes a good story? Kira: [Whistles] Teacher: Kira, that's enough. Thanks. Teacher: What makes a good story? Yes, Kira? Kira: Um, someone who has a girl who has blond hair and blue eyes. Teacher: Okay. Just like me. Teacher: Anyone? Okay, yes. Student: Maybe it has some action in it and
maybe, like, action. And must stories be true? Students: No. No. Teacher: No. And how can you start a story? Yes, Kira. Kira: With a The End. Teacher: Okay. Thanks. That's enough. Yes? Student: With maybe with someone getting in trouble. Some people get in trouble. Nigel's problem behavior includes profanity, derogatory comments to other students, yelling, spitting and
pushing chairs. What direct observation method would you use to collect data on Nigel's problem behavior? Explain your answer. Look at the matrix below for Nigel. Use this information to determine a possible function of the behavior and to develop a hypothesis statement. • Teacher interview summary: Nigel is very bright and has no problems academically. He does not initiate
contact with peers, and when they initiate contact with him, he curses, shouts, spits and pushes chairs on them. • Student interview summary: I like being alone. • Parent interview summary: Nigel doesn't like to play with other children after school. He prefers lonely activities. • Ranking on teacher's behavior assessment scales: Avoidance ranked moderately high. • A-B-C analysis:
Function of behaviour #2, 3, 7 and 8* appears to be peer avoidance. • Direct observation: During independent and group work, Nigel spends 85% of his time alone and does not participate (average 3 observations). • A-B-C analysis: Function of behavior #1 and 5 * seems to be getting quiet time; Nigel is sent to the corner, where he is able to read a book of his choice. • Direct
observation: Nigel had an average of 5 screaming incidents and 2 spitting incidents during three, 20-minute group activities. • Teacher interview summary: I let Nigel read a book when he's upset. It seems to calm him down. Look at the graph below. The goal of intervention was to reduce the incidences of Nigel's problem behavior (that is, swearing, making derogatory comments to
other students, yelling, spitting, pushing chairs) during a twenty-minute small group activity. Is the intervention successful? If you were a teacher, would you keep, change, or end the intervention? Explain your answers. Nigel's Data: This line plot graph shows Nigel's Data. The X-axis is marked Observations; observations 1 to 7 are marked on the axis. The Y-axis is marked
Occurrences of aggression; 0 to 25 are marked with 5-digit intervals. The graph is divided into two columns, after the third observation. The left column of the chart is marked baseline and the right column in the graph is marked intervention. The first graph in the baseline column is red and marked Problem behavior (aggression) in the key to the right of the graph. This graph has
three plot points corresponding to the three observations. The points are 10, 8 and 9. The second graph in the baseline column is yellow and is marked with Replacement (appropriate interactions). This graph has three plot points corresponding to the three observations. The points are 1, 4 and 3. The first graph in the intervention column is red and marked Problem Behavior
(aggressive) in the key to the right of the graph. This graph has four plot points corresponding to the four observations. The points are 14, 17, 16 and 20. The second graph in the intervention column is yellow and marked Replacement (appropriate interactions). This graph has four plot points corresponding to the four observations. Points are 2, 1, 1 and 0. (IRIS Module FBA
Essay Example | Topics and well written Essays - 250 words, i.d.) Example of IRIS Module FBA Essay | Topics and well written Essays - 250 words. Retrieved from (IRIS Module FBA Essay Example | Topics and well written essays - 250 words) IRIS Module FBA Essay Example | Topics and well-written essays - 250 words. . IRIS Module FBA Essay Example | Topics and well-
written essays - 250 Words, i.d. . Cited: 0 times IRIS module – Behavior assessment Functional behavior assessment – Identifying the causes of problem behavior and the development of a behavioral plan: This module explores the basic principles of behavior and the importance of discovering the reasons why students engage in problem behavior. The steps for conducting a
functional behavioral assessment and developing a behavioral plan are described. Please review the model (challenge, thoughts, perspectives and resources, assessment, and break up) a. Discuss at least two advantages of conducting an FBA to address problem behavior. B. Watch the video below and fill out the A-B-C analysis form on Kira, the girl in the white shirt. What do
you think is the function of Behavior? (please click on a YouTube video there) ABC analysis form.doc c. Nigel's problem behavior includes profanity, derogatory comments to other students, yelling, spitting and pushing chairs. What kind of measurement system would you like to use to collect data about Nigel's problem behavior? Explain your answer. D. Look at the matrix below for
Nigel. Use this information to determine a possible function of the behavior and to develop a hypothesis statement. (please find an array there) Note. Guidelines: SEDP 533 IRIS CBM guidelines.pdf All papers must be written double distributed. Use 12-pt. type (Arial or Times Roman Fonts). Please make sure you follow the APA format to write your papers! This includes using a
cover page, page numbers, headers, and so on. Points will be deducted for not following APA formatting! All missions are sent to the specified location on Blackboard. Items are not considered sent until they are in the right place. Below is my first behavioral assessment that came out of a mission for the education of exceptional children. It was a three-part assignment in which
we would apply our knowledge of behavioural problems and assessment process. What was most useful in my learning was being able to see a behavioral problem that was handled in person while shadowing Dianne Feinstein's GLO classroom. It gave me the ability to identify the target behavior problem, observe the teacher's leadership style, and suggest solutions to implement
a replacement behavior. Part I: Assessment Give a school-based example of two of the following: positive reinforcement, negative reinforcement, punishment or extinction. Based on a scenario where a student speaks highly inappropriately when not asked to, a positive reinforcement would be to say We raise hands if we have a comment. Sam (student), if you raise your hand
quietly, I'll call you. A punishment would be to tell Sam that because he spoke out he will not be called on for the rest of the part and must sit still. Discuss at least two advantages of conducting an FBA to address problem behavior. Two advantages of conducting an FBA to solve problem behavior are to help the teacher understand the cause of the student's behavior and to guide
the creation of a specific plan to get the student to practice desired behavior for a more cooperative and engaged student and classroom. It is also useful to conduct an FBA to collect data accurately on the student and assess the correct of the data. Watch the video below and fill out the ABC analysis form on Kira, the girl in the white shirt. What do you think is the function of Kira's
behavior? Based on the below ABC analysis form on Kira, I gather the function of Kira's behavior is to get attention from peers. This function can be seen in the way Kira whistles while the teacher speaks, and in her inappropriately stupid comments and answers to the questions the teacher asks. Her comments are only intended to make her peers laugh rather than show
thoughtful reflection and understanding on the subject. Nigel's problem behavior includes profanity, derogatory comments to other students, yelling, spitting and pushing chairs. What kind of measurement system would you like to use to collect data about Nigel's problem behavior? Explain your answer. To collect data on Nigel's behavioral problem that includes swearing,
derogatory comments to other students, yelling, spitting and pushing chairs, I would first conduct interviews with the student, teachers and parents to get background information about the problem, possible ancestors and consequences related to problem behavior, times of day and setting when behavior happens and intervention strategies that have already been tried. After this, I
will go on to observe the problems since there are so many negative behaviors happening, observing can be useful for identifying trends and function. Event detection and interval detection can be useful for identifying how many times the behavior occurs, and if behavior occurs during specified times or events, say under math class. Look at the matrix below for Nigel. Use this
information to determine a possible function of the behavior and to develop a hypothesis statement. Looking at the Functional Assessment Matrix provided, it is clear Nigel's primary function is peer avoidance. This conclusion is evident from both the data collected falling mainly under avoid as well as the content of the data containing details of how Nigel does well professionally
but does not initiate contact with peers and acts out when peers initiate contact, Nigel spends 85% of his time not engaging when in group work and Nigel prefers lonely activities. The content that falls under few supports Nigel's peer avoidance feature in which works out his target behaviour towards peers when in group settings to be sent to a quiet corner to read by himself, which
he wants. Nigel's function of peer avoidance may stem from social anxiety or lack of skill in both collaboration and socialization. The primary motivator for Nigel's hostile behavior (e.g. spitting, shouting, throwing chairs, making derogatory comments to other students) is to avoid working with peers in groups. Look at the graph below. The aim of the function-based intervention was
to reduce the incidences of Nigel's problem behavior (that is, swearing, making derogatory comments to other students, screaming, spitting, pushing chairs) during a twenty-minute small group activity. Is the intervention successful? If you were a teacher, would you keep, change, or end the intervention? Explain your answers. How would you go about evaluating a failed
intervention? Include two specific factors that you want to investigate and explain why they Important. The graph shows that the function-based intervention was unsuccessful given the ever-increasing actions of target behaviour throughout the trial period. If I were the teacher, I would change the intervention to reduce the amount of group activity to slowly acclimatize him to more
and more time or change the consequence of him leaving group work and reading off himself since it is seen as a reward for him given his preference to be alone. Instead, the consequence may be that he gets to read for 10 minutes independently if he behaves and cooperates in a group. The teacher can also find something Nigel likes, like reading, and develop a small group
activity with him and a partner, so that he is more invested in working with another peer and is individualized to his interests and needs. To make Nigel feel more comfortable in groups, I wanted a positive, fun, icebreaker that he could participate in with the group and gain confidence in peer-based activities. How would you go about evaluating a failed intervention? Include two
specific factors that you want to investigate and explain why they are important. To evaluate a failed intervention, my team would determine whether the intervention is effective (desirable behavior increases and unwanted behavior is reduced) and determine whether the intervention needs to be adjusted. This means that our team needs to look at the data collected throughout the
intervention to see if any progress was made in the frequency of target behavior. Equally important is the evaluation of the implementation position form to ensure that the teacher follows all the intervention steps correctly and consistently, since this can affect the success of the intervention. Fidelity in interventions is essential to isolate the function and allow it to be the only
change in intervention to ensure that you measure functional behavior accurately. Part II: Observing problematic behavior I attended Diane Feinstein's global summer school program to observe and collect data for the behavioral assessment task. The classes were not divided by character, but rather rotations by subject. The classroom I observed was the Computer Technology
class, which had about the classroom had a total of around 15 students, grades varied between 2nd-5th and ethnic makeup were mainly Spanish, Asian and Caucasian. The activity of playing an instructional game was loose, but the teacher presentation style was rigorous and rigid. Students were asked to choose an instructional game from three options written on the board and
play independently and quietly for the period and pay attention to small lessons presented throughout the period. The teacher, Mr. Ian, was very direct with his teaching style and communication. When he presented mini computer lessons about what a browser is and server, he had a loud, strict voice and was a little aggressive in his delivery. He would point to telling you ask a
question, if the student did not know the answer he/she was asked to stand at the back of the room. He later told the students in the back that he should ask them separately. His tone and delivery created a tense, fear-mongering environment, where students were afraid to ask questions, get help, or answer mistakes. When observing a student who stood out specifically to me
was called Julian. Julian was a Caucasian third-grader who, upon observation, had behavioral problems with the following directions and stay focused. The data I collected showed that Julian had trouble listening to what the teacher said and following the instructions. Julian seemed distracted and not cooperative with directions. The teacher had to remind Julian two or three times
before Julian would do the instructed activity. I noticed that the behavior occurred almost every time the teacher spoke and instructed, which was every five or so minutes. Analyzing the data, I was able to gather a pattern with his behavior, which was every time the teacher would ask a question, Julian would not raise his head and look at the teacher, but rather continue to look at
the computer or chat with the neighbor. Julian would then have difficulty following directions and doing the assigned task since he did not listen attentively. The behavior did not occur during independent working hours, only when the teacher presented and gave instruction to students. When Julian behaved not to listen and follow directions, the teacher, Mr. Ian, responded by
shouting at Julian and asking him to do the task he instructed in a harsh, annoyed tone. When Julian seemed to need help or hear the instruction again, he would blame Julian and say I told you already, I can't always help you. To work to change Julian's target behavior, I would suggest changing my instructional presentations. I would also wait until I had his and everyone's
undivided attention, looking at me, two meters on the floor. I can start by doing a claptry to make sure that he, along with the class, listens and responds. After this, I will instruct clearly and emphasize important instructions and make sure julian and the class understand their task by asking what steps to follow. Of both Julian, along with his classmates repeating the instructions I
presented back to me, he is more likely to practice the replacement behavior of consciously listening and following directions. I would have structured the activity by having the lessons at the beginning of class, with understanding activity and then giving students time for independent work interrupted so that their attention does not need to be interrupted every fifteen-twentieth
minute. There would also be an incentive for students, including Julian, to pay attention and clarify directions to have uninterrupted fun computer playtime. In the end, I think Mr. Ian could have been more sensitive to the environment he created in and strict tone of voice as well as changed the instruction to be more compatible with the attention span and learning style of their
students, especially Julian. Slow, deliberate delivery of instructions, understanding check-ins and individualized amplifiers, such as positive reinforcement when Julian follows the instructions, may be more effective ways to increase Julian's replacement behavior. Part III: Behavioral Intervention Plan Behavior Function: The primary motivator for Julian's behavior outside the task
(distraction and difficulty following directions) is to avoid class work. This intervention plan solves problem behaviour in several ways. First, interventions of seating Julian next to a role model peer and me as a teacher, presenting directions high and with eye contact in the immediate vicinity to give Julian an opportunity to actively listen and engage when presented with instruction. I
can ensure that Julian's body language, eye contact and attention are demonstrated, and allow direct feedback when needed. Julian will also have the example of a model student sitting next to him to emulate. Julian will be less tempted to feed his distraction sitting next to a peer who follows directions, cooperates and is engaged in the activity. This model student can also help
Julian reinforce and repeat the directions when Julian needs it. The intervention plan also provides individualised accommodation and instruction to Julian to help him adopt the compensation behavior of the following directions. The individualisation can be seen in the intervention to give directions to Julian in a variety of ways (verbal, written and peer assistance) when needed.
Check-in is for Julian's understanding of the directions is also recommended in the plan. To do this, I would implement a couple of storage activities. One way is first to present the instructions and then encourage students (including Julian) to participate in saying what the instructions are back to me. Another way is to give students time to check in with their neighbor about the
steps they need to take after the instructions are given. Furthermore, the intervention plan I created for self-evaluation and assessment opens. A mission checklist will help Julian reflect on the necessary skills and tasks of his replacement behavior. It will also enable Julian to monitor his progress with each opportunity to follow the instructions and complete a task. Providing
positive reinforcement of the replacement behavior to follow directions and complete the task is key to Julian's success. For example, an increase in check boxes in the checklist for the task will be praised and rewarded. I would like to present this intervention plan to Julian's parents over a meeting. I believe in personal communication is best so that misunderstanding and
defensiveness can be minimized and allow a productive conversation. I would like to present the ABC forms as well as the behavioural intervention plan to parents to my discussion. This will allow me to point them to documented data, including instances and frequencies of behavior. I can walk them through data, observations, my reflection of the behavior and most importantly
focus on the solutions mentioned in the intervention plan. I think parents will find comfort in hearing about how I intend to solve the behavioral problem and allow their son's growth and success in learning. As I review the interventions with them, I can suggest how they can transfer each intervention at home to maximize success. I would encourage them to model intervention ideas
that amplify Julian's active listening and attention to follow their directions. It will be important to establish a solid connection with parents and have their cooperation and help make the intervention plan a success. Also, a check-in with parents about progress made at home will be key to measuring their effectiveness, data collection of parents will be encouraged if they are willing. If
this intervention plan does not work, my next steps will be to evaluate both the interventions used and the level of fidelity. If the plan's allegiance is in step, I need to change the interventions, try different approaches that can stick with Julian. I could discuss ideas with SST or other teachers who have worked with Julian and implement more intense to accommodation such as
written instruction steps or directly spoken solo directions or check-ins to ensure he is engaged in the instructions understanding process and complete his tasks so as not to fall behind. Resources:
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